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Summer has Finally Arrived - Has it Really?
It has taken a while until summer really arrived. Three weeks ago at the A&P Show in
Christchurch it was windy, cold and miserable and a few days ago we had 28 degrees C.
Granted this is in Central Hawke's Bay. It is wonderful to enjoy a bit of sunshine. The windy
conditions, however, has reminded us that we may look forward to a dry summer with all its
disadvantages on the farm.

Checking Fences
Feed preservation is important and for this reason you do not want wandering animals. You
want them to be where you put them. This means that you have to make sure that your fences are
in good condition i.e. without shorts. The easiest way to do this is check your fences with a
Fence Doctor. This rather clever tool tells you with one push on the button the voltage on your
fence and the current, which is an indicator how "healthy" your fences actually are. It also
shows you the which direction any faults are in - a feature which saves you hours of precious
time.

$ 179.60

Insulators
At the same time it is important that you replace broken or missing insulators. By the way, did
you know why our insulators are yellow?
•
•

You can see from quite a distance if an insulator has been torn off
Yellow is the colour which colour-blind people see twice as strongly as non-colour blind
people

Red Snap'r offers a large variety of insulators for most applications (wood posts, waratahs,
fiber rods, pigtails etc.). Wood post insulators are also available in bulk at unbeatable prices!

Box of 300 at $ 86.80

Box of 125 at $ 110.80

Energisers
If you are thinking of upgrading, replacing or simply purchasing a new energiser consult our
website www.redsnapr.co.nz. You will certainly find what you are after. A comparison of our
mains powered energisers with those of our competitors based on the latest prices is also on the
website. We also offer battery-powered energisers with solar kits and self-contained Solar
energisers at very competitive prices.

For any questions please do not hesitate to call us or consult our website.

Happy Farming!
Your Red Snap’r Team
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